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WEEDIT
SPRAYER

Hayes Spraying offers a range of purpose built 3PL
& trailed boomsprays that are specifically designed
to accommodate the Weedit sensors.
The integrated hydraulic levelling system maintains optimal boom height which is essential to the
successful operation of Weedit sensors.

Boom widths are available from 18m to 24m in the
3PL range and up to 36m for trailed booms.
Standard features include hydraulic folding booms,
hydraulic height adjustment, individual hydraulic tilt,
alloy jet rails and Weedit sensor mount brackets.
Also available a 12m Tool bar.

Photos & information in this brochure are a general guide only. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

THREE POINT LINKAGE
BOOMSPRAYS
ROBUST & RELIABLE
The Hayes linkage range is built from dual grade steel ensuring strength
and durability. The web truss design is suspended by twin chains which
allows the boom to move slightly to cancel out stress on the boom &
frame.

BOOM LENGTHS
Booms are available in lengths of 18m, 24m & 27m.
Hydraulic folding booms include the antler frames for boom support
during transport and are forward folding.
Manual folding booms fold toward the back.

BOOM PLUMBING
Booms are standard with 3 section plumbing, 50cm nozzle spacing &
one set of nozzles of choice.
Options include additional sections, 25cm nozzle spacings, second
spray lines, fence line nozzles & triplex nozzle bodies (HF only).

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The height adjustment option allows for hydraulic folding booms to
clear wheels on 3m tractors, dual wheeled tractors or wide tractor
tyres. It also allows for greater crop clearance.

PUMP & PLUMBING PACK
This system allows the linkage to be self contained. The hydraulic driven
Hypro pump is located on the linkage with the filter system & clean water
container.
TWIN TANK PLUMBING
The twin tank plumbing option is ideal for those wanting to increase their
tank capacity & utilise their tractor mounted front tank & Hypro. The
plumbing connects the linkage tank to the tractor mounted front tank
system.
HYDRAULIC LEVELLING SYSTEM
The hydraulic levelling system is specially designed to provide improved
ground following in contoured terrain when using hydraulic folding
booms; resulting in reduced operator fatigue & a smoother boom ride.
This option is only available when used with closed centre hydraulic
tractors.

TANK SIZES
Hydraulic folding booms can be fitted with a 1200L, 1500L or 2000L
tanks.
Manual folding booms can be fitted with a 1200L or 1500L tank.
FULLY DRAINABLE TANKS
The light coloured tanks allows for easy viewing of the tank level.
The tanks are manufactured from UV stabilised polyethylene
specifically formulated for chemical use.
The smooth interior and integral sump enables complete
decontamination & full drainage.
CONTROLLER INTERGRATION
Hayes adapter harness kits allow for common autoshutting
controllers to be used.

